.--Transition amplitudes between states with spin 5 1 are considered and directly evaluated in terms of momenta and polarization vectors. A special algorithm is derived to reduce expressions where r-matrices of different lines are saturated. The application of the method is illustrated for radiative and nonradiative processes, including mass effects.
i. Introduction
In recent years the theory of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions has developed to a point that we are more in a position to make very accurate comparisons between theoretical predictions and experimental results. In this investigation we need to compute higher order Feynman-diagEams. The standard procedures, where we square the amplitude for a given process and use a covariant sum over polarizations, has become almost intractable.
However alternative techniques have been recently developed for analyzing bremsstrahlung cross sections1 and transition amplitudes between Dirac spinors2 Motivated by these ideas we show that a unified approach can be formulated in which the -amplitude for an arbitrary process, radiative or not, is directly computable in terms of the invariants which specify the process and for any set of spin indices.
The formalism is discussed in Section 2.
Evaluation of Transition Amplitudes
What we need is a convenient procedure which eliminates spinors, spin 1 external wave functions and r-matrices in terms of momenta and polarization ---vectors. In order to deal with spinors we first develop a method which makes use of an explicit representation of the y-matrices. Using the conventions of Ref . 2 we find + 8.75 3 -apA) where u(p) denotes a Dirac spinor and X = fl gives the spin assignment in the prest frame. Having in mind applications to high energy physics we restrict -.-.
~_ -.
. ._ our analysis to massless particles. u-spinors are then converted into u-spinors by vx = -X75u-~. Next we process by reducing the numerator structure of an arbitrary diagram. Vector and axial couplings of internal particles are replaced with a combination of scalar and pseudoscalar couplings. The basic reduction formula reads _ -e,
where S, stands for an arbitrary string of n q-matrices and SF is the same string in the reversed order. The formula can be easily proved by using the
Chisholm identities3
In this way an arbitrary diagram consisting of n fermion lines connected by internal vector bosons is replaced by a collection of diagrams each formed by n disconnected fermion lines. However each application of the Chisholm identities doubles the number of terms. When many internal photons are present we could in principle avoid this problem by using the Kahane algorithm3 which appears to minimize the number of terms in the final expression. The resulting amplitude is computed by introducingI --. .-. ~_ -.
As a bonus for working with an explicit representation of q-matrices we can avoid arbitrary phases. For simple processes the amplitude can be immediately computed. Consider p-e-scattering in massless QED _ -I It follows --
Thus in the c.m.s. of the scattering particles
In agreement with the well-known result IS an unspecified phase. When the helicity is the same TL~ ux = 0 and a different procedure must be used _ -e, --
where tz,, is an arbitrary vector normalized to n2 = 1. If R is the operator which reverses the order of a string of r-matrices, RS = SR, we get 
. ._ m2 O<Q< n/2,p~=-m2,#=1-G i for II, = 0 this corresponds to longitudinal polarization. As usual Ul a2 = f (El E2)-'j2( n;'j2A+ + nz112Ae)
In the limit II, = 0, m = 0 _ -e, * -
As a final application we consider the bremsstrahlung amplitude for e+e--+ F+F-7 where the F mass effects are explicitly taken into account. Moreover we only include final states radiation simulating in this way a QCD 3-jet cross section for heavy quarks. The amplitude is
where factors due to couplings and an overall 8-l from the photon propagator have been omitted. Using (1) we find Brodsky for reading the-manuscript.
---._ -.
